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In English, we wrote about the True Story
of the Three Little Pigs– like the classic fairytale but told from the Wolf’s side! We also
read ‘Star in a Jar’ which was about a boy
called Tom who found a lost star that had
fallen from the sky. We made our own ‘Stars
in jars’ and stargazed under the ‘starry sky’.
In Maths, we have been working on using
the column method for adding and subtracting up to 3 digit numbers. We have been using lots of resources like Place Value counters
and Dienes to help us with our counting.

Our topic this term was all about ‘Dragons’.
We looked at rural and urban environments
and discussed where we think a dragon
would most like to live. We also did lots of
pencil sketching and made dragon eyes using paint, water pastels or felt tips. They
turned out amazing!
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Interhouse tournament at the end of term.
In Science, we learnt about what makes a
fair test. We did an experiment to test whether
a ping pong ball or a tennis ball would roll
furthest down a ramp. We planned and did
the test in groups. It was quite difficult but
we got there in the end!

In RE, we learnt about the Christian and
Islamic creation stories, sharing similarities
and differences between them. We worked in
pairs to represent one day of the Christian
or Islamic creation story using paper plate
artwork. We also looked at Stewardship of
Earth and made posters to remind others
about how to look after the world.

